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a.fected, to a large degree, by competition and marketing
issues. However, it is unlikely that a pricing scheme that
doea not take into account resource usage is an effective
mechanism for controlling congestion and for providing the
right incentives for efficient and stable network operation.
The design of simple tarifs that do not sacriftce incentive
compatibtity, i.e., tarifs that provide the incentives for costminimizing users to select traffic contracts and use the network in ways that maxirnizes the aggregate utility of all the
users, is clearly an important issue. An example of simple
tariffs is charging only for volume; it has been argued that
such tariffs, due to their simplicity, lack to a large extent
incentive compatibtity properties. In this paper we argue
that charging for volume can be adequate under reasonable
assumptions on the underlying network control technology
and the tirue scales of the burstiness of the traflic sources.
We start our discussion by motivating the use of ta.rifi?s
that account for resource usage. A prime example to consider is that of the Internet, -ivhiehfices intense congestion
problems. Many engineers and economists believe that the
Internet’s congestion problems are due, at least in part, to its
ineffective pricing structure, namely jlat rate pricing, where
prices depend only on the rate of the access pipe which connects a customer to his provider [14, 6]. Flat rate pricing
reveals mostly user preferences for connectivity rather than
quality, and hence results in highly congested networks offering connectivity services (email, ftp, etc.) at very low costs.
Such a pricing scheme provides no incentives for users to use
less bandwidth than the rate of their access pipe. Furthermore, flat rate pricing does not enable users to adequately
reveal their preferences for network usage. All users are
treated the same, even though diferent users might have a
different value for the same service. Both of these limitations result in a congested network where resources are not
used according to the actual user needs.
Unlike traditional telephone networks, which offer a single service that occupies a constant amount of bandwidth,
broadband networks will support connections with diKerent
traffic characteristics and Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, expressed in terms of loss probability and delay. In
addition to services offering some level of QoS guarantees,
broadband networks will offer services targeted for elastic
trailic [15]. For such services, the information transfer capabtity offered to users is no longer statically defined at call

Abstract
There has been extensive research on the applierdion of the
efFective bandwidth concept for quantifying resource usage
in order to create simple yet eRective usag~based charging
schemes with desirable incentive properties. This research
has shown that simple charging schemes which involve two
measurements, time and volume, can serve their purpose
well by producing adequate approximations of the effective
usage of a lmrsty trailic stream. An issne that has not been
addressed in detail is the relation between the type of admission control meehanism the network uses and the definition
of efective usage. b particular, the above charging schemes
assume “static” Connection Admission Control (C.4C). Ii
contrast to static C..4C, “dynamic” C.4C strategies utilize
on-line measurements of the actual load, hence can achieve
mnrih higher utilization. We argue that under such dynamic
strategies the efective usage concept mnst be redefined, and
that when control actions occur at faster time scales than the
burstiness of the sources, the eifective usage approaches the
mean rate of the sonrces. In addition to jnstifjing the potential use of simple ~olnrm+based tarii%, the above justifies
the deployment of sophisticated dynamic admission control
mechanism s, since these result in more competitive prices.
Keywords:
usage-based charging, efective bandwidths, incentives, titne sea.les, Connection .4dmis50n Control
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Introduction and overview

The incremingly competitive nature of the telecormnnnications market and steps in deregulation are pnsh.i.ngtowards
prices -which take some account of actual resource usage.
U-sagebased pricing enables network providers to recover
the costs of service provision from their customers in a f%
manner. Of course the price for network services will be
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setup, but can change throughout the lifetime of a connection. Pricing and resource sharing for such services is related
to flow control, and an important issue is the appropriate
ziefinition of&irness, given the constraints of the time scales
of the feedback loop of flow control- ‘The interested reader
is referred to [12, 13, ~].
In this paper -we focus solely on services where a trafiic
contract is statically ddned at call setup. This contract
specifies the ruzE&urn trailic a user is allowed to send into
the net-work, and the performance that the network will
guarantee_ Note that this category includes not only the
Constant Blt Rate (CBR) and Variable B1t Rate (VBR) sertices in .4TM networks, and the guaranteed and controlledload services in the Internet”s integrated services arcbitectur~ but also the connection of a large user with his Internet
service provider.
Clearly the quality of the network service and the statistical properties of traflic should be reiiected on a user’s
charge since the networlq in order to guarantee its QoS,
must reserve a corresponding amount of resources. Hence,
an important fist step to chmging is to iind a workable and
accurate way for quantifying resource usage which takes into
account the above characteristics The efiective bandwidth,
which is based on rigorous mathematical justification [II], is
a scalar which summarizes the amount of resources required
by a connection in order to preserve its own QoS require
ments, and the requirements of the other connections it is
multiplexed with.
Recently [2], a mathematical theory for creating usagebased charging sc%emes using the notion of the eiTective
bandwidth has been developed. The approach, which builds
on the initial work of [10], allows for the design of ta.riilk
that can take into account an arbitrary number of measured
traffic parameters. Experiments with red traiiic (Internet
WAN and MPEGl
compressed video) [I] have shown that
an important class of the above ta.rit%k,where charges are
based solely on time and volume, presents a good tradr+
off between accuracy and accounting overhead, hence can
serve their purpose well- Even though being simple, these
dm.rging schemes preserve to a large extent their incentive
compatibility properties and are natrrrrd to implement with
current technology.
An issue that has not been addressed in detail is related
to the time window over which resource usage is measured.
For esample, resource usage need not be measured for the
whole duration of a connection, but can be measured over a
smaller time window. Indeed, as this time window becomes
smaller than the typical time it takes for the rate of the
source to changq the source’s rate during such an interval
tends to remain rather constant, and its relative resource usage becomes proportional to the above value. Tlris in turn
implies that the eifective usage (rate) of a connection over a
large number of su~ intervals approaches the mean rate of
the source. We will argue in this paper that if the network’s
admission control mechanism uses on-line measurements of
the actual load and results in effectively loading the system,
then it is sensible to define the above time window to be
the time between consecutive control decisions (accept or
reject an incoming connection). This suggests a new ddinition for the effective bandwidth that takes into account the

time scales of the admission control mechanism. Using the
previous remarks, when the time scale of the arrivals of new
connections is smaller than the time scale of the burstiness
of the input traffic, the tiective bandwidth of a connection
is well approximated by its mean rate and the relative resource usage of the connection is proportional to the total
volume carried.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the basic results tkom the theory of effective bandwidths and discuss how simple usage-based charging schemes with desirable incentive properties that require
two measurement, time and volume, can be engineered. Section 3 deals with Connection Adruission Control (GAG), and
discusses the relation of static and dynamic (or measurementbssed) C-AC with resource usage. We argue that in the case
of dynamic GAG, the right effective bandwidth concept is
difkrent than the one originally used for static GAG. Next,
Section 4 discusses how three important time scales, namely
the time scale of bfier overflow, the time scale of network
control, and the time scale of trfic burstiness, affect resource usage amd the relative performance of dynamic and
static GAG. We also discuss how these afFect the form of the
charge. Finally, Section 5 provides some conclusions.
2

Charging schemes linear in time and volume based on
effective bandwidths

In this section we briefly review the theory of effective bandwidths, and discuss how simple time- and volume- based
charging schemes, with desirable incentive properties, can
be created based on the effective bandwidth.1
2.1

Effective bandwidths of stationary sources

If Xj[O, i!] is the amount of workload produced by a stationary source of type j in a time interval of length t, the
eKective bandwidth for that type of source is defined as [11]

~j(~,~)= ~

log E [e’xj[o’tl]

,

(1)

where s, t are system parameters which depend on the characteristics of the aggregate mikiplexed trrdiic, the QoS (cell
loss), and the link parameters (capacity and buffer size) [2].
SpecMcally, the physical interpretation of the time parameter i! (measured in, e.g., milliseconds) corresponds to the
most probable duration of the busy periods of the buffer
prior to ovefiow. The space parameter s (measured in, e.g.,
lib-l ) is a.fected by the degree of multiplexing and depends,
among others, on the size of the peak rate of the multiplexed
sources relative to the link capacity. In particular, for links
with capacity much larger than the peak rate of the multiapproaches the
plexed sources, s tends to zero and
mean rate of the source, while for links with capacity not
much larger than the peak rate of the sources, s is large and
a~(s, t) approaches the peak rate.
According to the theory of multiplexing developed in
[11, 2], given a target overflow probabfity e-’, the constraint on the sum of the effective bandwidths of stationary
~j(s,

t)

1For a more rigorousmathematicaltreatmentof the subject, the
readerk referredto [11, 2].
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sources entering a link with capacity C and bufFerB has the
following linear form:
~NjcYJ(s>t)s
3

c++

(B-+C”,
s

Finally, a third approach can be to charge according to
the worst case tiective bandwidth that could result from the
given trafiic contract. Such a scheme is unfair to users that
happen to send less trailic than the mtium
allowed by
their contract, hence encourages them to send the maximum
trafiic that their contract allows (similar to to the previous
approach).
The charging approach developed initially in [10] and
then in [2] takes into account both static traffic contract
parameters (known a priori) and dynamic parameters (measured a posteriori). In particular, the approach shows how
to transform simple tariffs of the form aT + bV, where T
is the duration and V is the volume of a connection (measurements), into sound approximations of the effective bandwidth of the connection, by casting all the information from
the static tra.tliccontract parameters and the operating point
of the network into the value of the coefficients a, b.
According to the approach, based on his traflic contract,
a user is offered at connection setup a set of tariii%, a tariff
being a pair (a, b), to choose from. A rational user will select
the pair (a, b) which minimizes the a priori expected vrdue
of his charge. Based on the theory developed in [10, 2],
the tariff pairs (a, b) can be appropriately defined so that
the expected charge for a rational user is ET, where E is
an approximation of the largest effective bandwidth that
is consistent with both the tratlic contract and the actual
trafiic measurements. In [1] we investigated, for real traffic (Internet WAii and MFEG1 compressed video), various
approximations@ for the effective bandwidth. The experi.
ments have shown that the above simple time- and volumebased charging scheme results in charges that accurately reflect relative resource usage.

(2)

where C* is the amount of “effective resource (capaaty)”,
NJ is the number of sources of type j, and (s, t) is an extremiz-hlg pair of

The optimum value of the above expression approximates
the logarithm of the cell loss probab-tity at the multiplexer.
An important property of the above definition of dective
bandwidths, expressed by equation (2), is that the effective
bandwidth reflects rdative usage: Z source A has twice as
muCh effective bandwidth as source B (measured at a particular operating point s, t), then source ..4 uses twice as
much resources as source B, hence one source of type -4 can
be substituted by two sources of type B. Studies iu [5] have
validated the above definition of the eEective bandwidth and
have shown that the pair (s, t) is, to a large extent, insensitive to smrdl variations of the tra.fiic mix and hence can be
pm-computed off-line with reasonable accuracy for various
periods of the day from &ting
traflic traces.
Ti’e conclude our dkcussion on efective bandwidths by
stressing the importance of the time parameter t in determining the value of the effective bandwidth and hence the
resource usage of a source. The def%ion (I) suggests that
if the source ihanges many times during the window t (i.e.,
the time scales of burstiness are smaller than t), then the
efective bandwidth will be close to the mean rate, while if
the source changes slowly compared to i!, then the effective
bandwidth can be substantially larger than the mean rate2.2

.----s

3

Connection admission control and effective bandwidths

In this section we define the basic concepts of Connection
Admission Control (CAC) and discuss their relation to the
definition of effective bandwidths. We will argue that the
original definition of an effective bandwidth is sound only
in the case of static control, whereas a new definition must
be used for systems using dynamic control, which takes account of the available information and the granularity of the
control actions.
Connections that request network services with some
quality of service guarantees are subject to admission control. -4 simple definition of such a mechanism is the following. A connection request to the network contains the
description of the user-network contract that must be honored if the network decides to accept the connection. This
contract contains the minimum quality of service the network must provide and a maximum value for certain parameters (traffic contract parameters) of the tra.flit that will
be generated by the source (possibly also the tariff that the
user prefers). The network uses this information to check
if it has enough resources to satisfy the new connection simultaneously with the other connections that have rdready
been accepted. If it does, then it accepts the connection,
otherwise the connection is rejected.
If one thinks of the network as a producer of services
(provision of connections for carrying user tra.ilic), then the

Charging schemes resulting from effective bandwidths

One approach to charging -would be to directly apply the effective bandwidth formula (1)- However, this has a number
of disadvantages. First, it is costly to implement since it re
quires for each connection traces with granularity at most t,
and the computation of the logarithmic moment generating
function. Second, it does not take into account the resources
tkat the network must reserve at connection setup and does
not pemd.ize users asking for “large” trafiic contracts which
they will not eventually use (a user that requests at connection setup the whole link capaaty but sends no tra3ic
during the connection wiU pay zero). Finally, such an approach leads to a complicated charging scheme, maliing it
diflicult for users to det errnine the potential tiect of tra.tlic
shaping on their charge.
-4 second approaih -would be to charge a connection based
on an emp-h-ical estimate of the efective bandwidth for all
past connections of the same type (asking for the same traffic contract). Such a charging scheme has the same disadvantage as ill-you-can-eat restaurants, namely it encourages
users to over-eat, and hence provides wrong incentives to
users. Note that this approach resembles flat-rate pricing.
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where -wemultiplex a number of sources for which we have
some information about their state at time O, and we want
the cell loss probabfity over the following T time units to
be at most e–v. Simple mathematical arguments suggest
that in this case a similar equation to (2) holds, with the
effective bandwidth defined by (1) where the expectation is
the conditional expectation given the information at time O,
and the random process is the truncation of the original one
over a window of length ~.
For an on-off source, simple
algebra shows that if the time to overilow the buffer t is less
than T and T is small compared to the time it takes for the
rate of the source to change, then the conditional effective
bandwidth is close to the initial value of the rate (a bit less
(more) if the source was on (off) initially).
A generic model for dynamic CAC is now the following.
Let the control intervrd T correspond to the interarrival time
of connection requests. Then, at the beginning of each such
interval, the controller computes the sum of the conditional
tiective bandwidths of the accepted sources; this is the current effective load until the next decision epoch. Based on
the spare capacity available, it then decides to accept or reject the new connection. Clearly a necessary condition is
that the total effective load during the current control interval is less than the available capacity. But this is not
sufdcient for ensuring such a condition in the future, since
the above measure of the effective load could be increasing
due to the behavior of the sources, even though no new connection is accepted. Basically, the controller must assess the
risk of accepting a particular effective load given the current
information about the state of the sources; this is the probability where, without accepting new connections and only
letting connections depart, eventually the effective load will
exceed the capaaty. Hence, a successful strategy will operate in a controlled risk fashion, where the carried load is
maximised while keeping the risk below a certain level.
We can now argue that, if many sources are multiplexed
and connection arrivals occur frequently enough, any effiaent dynamic control strategy will succeed in keeping the
effective load close to capacity, for art overwhehningly large
proportion of control intervals. Hence, the relative resource
usage of a source is the average of the values of the conditional effective bandwidth of the source over all control
intervals that occurred during its lifetime. Following the example of the on-off sources, when the time to till the buffer
is small compared to the control interval (connection interarrival time), and the latter time is small compared to the
time scale of burstiness of the source, the above average is
-wellapproximated by the mean rate.

connection admission control mechrmism defines the technology set of the net-work. The operating point of the network
will correspond to the solution of a complex optimisation
problem by the netviorlc operator, whid encodes other important information (demand elasticity, etc.). When the
technology set is locally characterized by linear constraints
of the form (2), it follows that at a given operating point
the price of a connection will be proportional to its effective
bandwidth and the shadow price of the efTective bandwidth
constraint. Hence, it is important to understand how diRerent types of admission control mechanisms might influence
the above constraints, which in turn will be reilected on the
structure of the prices.
3.1

Static versus dynamic control and effective bandwidths

There are two approaches to Connection .4dmission Control
(CAC): static and dynamic. With static CAC2, the admission detion is based solely on the (static) trafiic contract
parameters and possibly on other a priori available information about the statistical properties and the burstiness
of both the new connection and the other connections that
have already been accepted. The intuition behind static
CAC is that once a connection is accepted, the network,
based on the trafiic contract, reserves some amount of Iesources for the whole duration of the connection. This amount
must correspond (see (2)) to the eEective bmdwidth of the
connection as deiined in the previous section (for simplicity
assume that complete statistical characterization of the new
source is kuowns ), since the admission decision malces no
assumption on future connection departumx (wnnection duration) and has no other information besides the statistical
description of the sources.
Dynamic CAC can be an extremely intdl.igent and complex mechanism to describe, and there are many such mechanisms proposed in the literature (e-g., see [7,3, 9, 8] and the
references therein). These, among other, differ in the measurements required and in the logic of accepting/rejecting
connections. There are two crucial d.iiTerenceswith static
C-4C:
●

●

The decision on accepting/rejecting a connection is
based on the actual trafiic load and on the rate of
termination of the active connections (rate of load decrease) and azrival of new connections.
Site the de&ion algorithm takesrisks
based on as
sumptions of the future of the connection arrival and
departure process, the QoS is defined as the average
QoS over the potential states of the system (less strict
than in the case of static C-4C).

4

An important concept that is useful to deiine for dynamic
CAC is the wnditional eflective bandwidth of a source over a
control inter-d 77- Intuitively, this corresponds to the case

Implications to charging

We have already mentioned that economic efficiency requires
the design of charging schemes that are incentive compatible, hence charges should reflect actual resource usage. On
the other hand, competitiveness in network service provision
requires the above charges to be as low as possible. Since
our charging methodology charges for effective usage, our

2Shtic C!ACbe used for providin~ both deterministicad
OrI the other hand, dynamic or
statistical QoS guarantees.
measurement-based
(2ACcan provideonlystatisticalQoSguarantees.
31fonlytrallic contractinformationis usedfor CAC, becausetmftic descriptors,such as the leaky bucket,provide only a crude characterizationof a tratlicstream, static GAG can result in very low
utilization.

4T0 be rigorous,in orderto makethe truncatedprocessstationary,
we mustconstructa periodicprocesswith period 2’, which coincides
with the original process over the given interval of time.
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charging sdemes are incentive compatible. Next we discuss
the competitiveness issue using the results of the previous
sectiom
Comparing the competitiveness of static versus dynamic
CAC amounts to comparing their corresponding technology
sets. Clearly, the more connections a network can handle,
the smaller the absolute charge can be. We have showed
that the call handling capab-fity nnder both types of control is described by (2), under a diferent interpretation of
the effective bandwidths. T%is amounts to comparing for
a given connection its eifective bandwidth under each admission control mechanism. We will denote the initial effective bandwidth definition as the unconditional eflective
bandwidth.
A fist remark concerns the available information. Clearly,
both static and d-ynamic CAC define smaller effective bandwidths when the available information increases. Hence, to
make the comparison more interesting we assume that both
nredmnisms have access to complete information regarding
statistical properties of the sources and that the dynamic
information is as detailed as possible.
_l$’ewill show that this commrison entails different re
suits depending on the relation- of the basic time scales i
(typical time for filling the btier in the multiplexer), T~
~time scale of the changes of the rate of the source; i.e.,
burstiness) and T (control time scale, i.e., connection interarrival time)- -4 fist reasonable assumption is that C-4C
will be used”for real-time traflic connections, in which case
we can safely assume t < T. This is the case since in order to
obtain small dday, which is required for real-time services,
the btier size must be small, hence the time to iill it will
also be small. It has been observed Is1that for small buffer
sires, and in particular for bnfkr siz~- giving a delay of less
thaa 4 milliseconds (which is equivalent to a bnfer of less
than 1405 cells in a 155 Mbps link), the time paxarneter t
islessthan100-200 milliseconds, which is smaller than typical connection interarrival times which are of the order of
seconds.
First, conssder the case where the time scales of trafiic
burstiness are smaller than the time scale of bufer overllow
t. In this case, the effective bandwidth under both control
strategies is close to the mean rate of the sources (by the law
of large numbers, in a window t the average contribution of
such a source is close to its mean rate), and hence both adr.qission strategies are eqnally competitive. Intuitively, this
is because the source mixes so i%st that it is very easy to
multiplex in both situations, and any on-line measurement
becomes almost immediately obsolete.
If the time scale of trailic bnrstiness Tb is larger than the
time scale of bnffcr overflow, then both the conditional effective bandwidth and the unconditional efective bandwidth
‘fitially increase @om being equal to the mean rate) as Tb
increases, -whilealways the conditional being the smaller of
the two. Then as Tb becomes larger than the interarrival
time T, the unconditional tiective bandwidth contimm to
increase and converges to some mfinm
valne (the on-off
iiuid appro-tion),
while the conditional ei’i’ective bandwidth decreases and converges to the mean rate.
The implications of the previous arguments are now straightforward. First, comparing the e%iciency of dynamic ver-
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sus the static CAC depends on the above time scales of
the multiplexing system. The relative efficiency is inversely
proportional to the ratio of the conditional and the unconditional effective bandwidths, defined for the time scales of
the particular multiplexing situation. For sources varying
slower than the connection arrival process, this ratio is maximized and the gain for dynamic CAC can be substantial.
In many cases, dynamic CAC could accept over 50% more
sources (the ratio of the effective bandwidth for typical onoff sources over their mean rate).
The second implication is that for the case of slowly varying sources, charging for volume, althongh being extremely
simple, is incentive compatible if the network rises dynamic
control strategies. Since by the previons argnment dynamic
CAC is the more competitive control scheme, we can assume that snch mechanisms will be widely deployed in the
fnture, and hence volnme-based charging will be the ta.ritT
form used. This is fnrther jnstified by assnmiug that fnture
networks will have large capacities and hence will snpport
large volumes of connection requests. Hence, the connection
interarrival time will be smaller than the time scale of traffic burstiness Tb, which does not depend on the size of the
network.
5

Conclusion

There has been extensive research on the nse of the effective
bandwidth for quantifying resource nsage in order to create
simple yet incentive compatible nsage-based charging. The
classic approach rises an effective bandwidth definition which
captures effective nsage when the network control strategy
for admitting connections rises no dynamic measurement information about the actnal load, and is solely based on a priori information about the connection trafFic statistics. This
definition has resulted in charging schemes which in their
simplest form must account for both the dnration and the
volume of the connection. In this paper we argue that the
use of more sophisticated connection admission procedures
that are based on on-line dynamic traffic information can result in more competitive prices, and that nnder reasonable
assumptions on system parameters, the resulting charging
schemes need only measurements of volnme. This is of great
import ante for the design of futnre accounting systems and
for defining the structure of call detail records.
Since the above schemes are accnrate when sources tend
to switch behavior in time scales larger than the connection
interarrival time, an interesting open qnestion remains on
providing the right incentives for risers to shape their traflic
in order to “slow-down” the source behavior. Interestingly
enongh, slow sonrces are easier to multiplex under dynamic
connection admission strategies.
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